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Carsten Peust

Towards a typology of poetic rhyme*
With observations on rhyme in Egyptian
Abstract: Rhyme, like other characteristics of poetic language, belongs to the
least explored fields within linguistics. I suggest that these topics would profit
from being explored by linguists and that information on them should be rou
tinely included into the grammatical description of any language.
This article attempts to outline a typology of poetic rhyme. “Rhyme” is defined as
the phonetic identity of sections within text strings (“lines”). Languages vary in
whether the identity is conventionally located in the beginning, the middle or the
end of lines. The latter choice (end rhyme) is now the by far most common type,
but its present near-global distribution seems to be the result of recent language
contact.
Major typological parameters of end rhyme include the size of the sections at
the line ends that are required to be identical, as well as the partition of the sound
space implied in the notion of “identity”, here called “rhyme phonology”, which
can differ from the partition of the sound space by ordinary phonology.
Finally, end rhyme in Egyptian is discussed, where this technique became current
only by the Late Coptic period. Being a tradition relatively independent from the
better known European rhymes, Coptic rhyme provides some exotic features
which are of considerable typological interest.

1 Terminology and definitions
1.1

Rhyme and metre

Rhyme and metre are characteristics of poetic texts. The general features of rhyme
and metre are largely constant for mainstream poetry of a given synchronic state
of a language, although composers of poems may have some room for individual
choices or alteration of the accepted rules. The investigation of these features
should therefore be part of the grammatical description of a language. They have,
however, rarely been objects of linguistic investigation, and grammar books typi
* My thanks go to Eitan Grossman, Martin Haspelmath and one anonymous referee for valuable
comments on an earlier draft of this paper.
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cally fail to provide any information on rhyme and metre. There do exist some
cross-linguistic or (in the widest sense) typological studies on metre (e.g., Gasparov 1996; Kiparsky 1975; Kiparsky & Youmans 1989; Kiiper 2002; Kurylowicz
1976; Lotz 1960; Molino & Tamine 1982; O’Connor 1982; Stella 1995a; Watkins
1963; West 1973; Wimsatt 1972), but none of them with a world-wide approach,
and none at all on rhyme, to my knowledge. What follows here cannot claim to
be an exhaustive typology of rhyme, but is rather intended as a spur for further
exploration of the topic and for grammar writers to collect such data for more
languages than has been done so far.
Rhyme and metre are two distinct concepts. They can and should be ana
lyzed independently from one another. Metre can appear without rhyme (“blank
verse”), as in (1) from English:
(1) Now is the winter of our discontent
Made glorious summer by this sun of York;
And all the clouds that lour’d upon our house
In the deep bosom of the ocean buried.
Now are our brows bound with victorious wreaths;
Our bruised arms hung up for monuments;
Our stern alarums changed to merry meetings;
Our dreadful marches to delightful measures.
(...)
(William Shakespeare, King Richard the Third, beginning)
As can rhyme without metre, as in (2). (Here and in subsequent examples in this
paper, the rhyming parts are underlined.)
(2) Ober alien Gipfeln
1st Ruh.
In alien Wipfeln
Spiirest du
Kaum einen Hauch:
Die Vogelein schweigen im Walde.
Warte nur, balde
Ruhest du auch.
(Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Ein Gleiches)
Metre will no longer be considered in what follows.
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1.2 Defining rhyme
Rhyme can be defined as the phonological1 identity of substrings of lines. A lan
guage-independent definition of what a line is will not be attempted here. In a
given poetical tradition, an independent justification of the entity “line” is often
provided by metre. In all languages, line breaks normally coincide with word
breaks, with very few exceptions (“broken rhyme”, humoristic or experimental),
as in (3):
(3) The Eurydice - it concerned thee, 0 Lord:
Three hundred souls, 0 alas! on board.
Some asleep unawakened, all unwarned, eleven fathoms fallen
(Gerard M. Hopkins, The Loss of the Eurydice)
I will discuss first where the identical substring is located, and then how identity
is defined (“rhyme phonology”). In principle, the identity can be located in the
beginning, in the middle or in the end of lines, which constitutes the three subtypes of initial rhyme, internal rhyme, and end rhyme. All these three types are
attested in the world’s languages.

1.3 The position of the identical segments
1.3.1 Initial rhyme

Initial rhyme (sometimes called “inverse rhyme”) is not frequent but does exist.
It is the norm for classical and largely still for modern Mongolian poetry.21 give
an example from the Sayang Secen (1662 CE), cited from Poppe (1970: 164), who
explains: “The typical Mongolian verse consists of a quatrain, i.e., a stanza of
four lines [...]. Each line of a quatrain begins with the same syllable.”
(4) Arban nasutai dayaluyai bi
Aliya mayui-ban ese uqaydaluyai
Arajan-dur daSiyuraysan minu tinen biiliige
Alus buruyu sanaysan iigei bolai

1 With further qualifications, for which see below.
2 Very similar specimens of rhyme are found in Old Turkic texts.
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Qorin nasutai dayaluyai bi
Oolcirqan mayu-ban ese medegdeliigei
OoroTan-dur dasiyuraysan minu linen buliige
Ooortu sedkil bariysan iigei bolai
(...)
Another example of much earlier date is the Babylonian Theodicee (Lambert 1960:
63-91) written in the Akkadian language (ca. 1000 BCE). Each stanza contains 11
verses, all of which begin with the same segment (V, CV, VC or CVC) (as also with
the same cuneiform sign). I am citing the stanza with li- as an example. It should
be noted that this is a unique text, rhyme not being a regular feature elsewhere
in Akkadian poetry.
(5) Li-’u-u2 pal-ku-u2 §u-e ta-§im-ti
fLli-it-mu-um-ma ?ur-ra-ka ila ta-da-a-a-as
iLji-ib-bi ili ki-ma qe2-reb same8 ne2-si-ma
Le(LI)-e2-a-us-su §up-Su-qat-ma nisi"185 la lam-da
U-pit qat da-ru-ru mit-ha-ris na-pis-ti
Li-il-li-du min3-su ka-li§ la HAR-ri
Li-it-tu bu-ur-su re§-tu-u2 §a2-pil-ma
U-gi-mu-§a2 ar-ku-u2 ma-si §it-tin-§u
Li-il-lu ma-ru pa-na-a i-al-lad
Li-’u-um qar-du §a2 §a2-ni-i ni-bit-su
fLli-'i-id mi-na-a pak-ki ilim-ma nisi"185 la lam-da

1.3.2 Variations on initial rhyme: Alliteration, alphabetic acrostic

The alliterating verse of Old-Germanic and other languages could be considered a
subtype of initial rhyme, although the identity is located here at the beginning of
smaller segments than what is conventionally considered a “line”:
(6) Hwaet we gardena in geardagum
heodcyninga krym gefrunon
Hu 3a $t>elingas gllen fremedon
Oft scyld scefing ££eaf>ena t>reatum
Monegum maegt>um meodosetla ofteah
(...)
(Beowulf, Old English, beginning)
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Alliteration is also typical for Somali epic poetry, which is characterized by “allit
erating (...) the initial sound of at least one word in each line (...). The alliterat
ing sound must be the same throughout the whole poem (...). A poet must take
care not to use grammatical words such as particles or pronouns for alliteration,
and has to avoid repeating the same word in nearby lines.” (Banti & Giannattasio
1996: 84f.).
(7) Ma sidii galowga
Oo guluf meel ku dareemay
Yaan gam’i waayay habeen
Sidii aarkiyo goosha
Oo gabnihii laga laayay
Gurxan maygu batay
(...)
A poetic phenomenon which used to be very common in the Eastern Mediterra
nean area during Late Antiquity are alphabetic acrostics, in which the lines begin
with the letters of the alphabet in a sequence.3 By their nature, they can only be
formed in written languages and appeal to the eye more than to the ear. The earli
est known examples are from Biblical Hebrew, ex. Psalm 111:
(8) ^Odah jahwah bakal-lebab
Basod jaSarlm waTedah
Gadolim maUse jahwah
HaruSim lakal-hapseham
Hud-wahSdar pa?alo
Wasidqato ?omadat lafad

aaVjsa mrr mis
nun d’-iit noa
mrr ’OTa a,'?i5
□mxsn-bD1? o’ttnm
lbys mnmn
tv1?

mav inpTin

A sportive variety on this is a Coptic reverse alphabetic acrostic, which is based
on the Greek, not the Coptic alphabet (Kuhn & Tait 1996: No. 4; Sahidic dialect):4

3 I am stretching the definition of rhyme here, since alphabetic acrostics do not show identity of
segments with each other, but identity with an externally defined pattern, namely the alphabet.
4 Here and throughout this paper, Coptic is given in a traditional transliteration, which should
not be taken as a straightforward representation of phonemes.
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Q tcot epeoou mnptaio / ntapensoter nagathos / kharize mmof nnefpetouaab / apa biktor mnklaudios
Psoter os ebol efjo mmos / jenaiatou nnentaupot nsoou / etbetdikaiosune
/ jetooute tmntero nmpeue
Khere nemarturos etouaab / khere nathletes njoore / khere nentauji
ntekleronomia / ntmntero nmpeue
Phiereus napostolos paulos / os ebol efjo mmos / jenehoplon ntmntmatoi / nhensarkikon anne
Hi petseh afjok ebol ejotn / 6 apa biktor mnklaudios / jeounoueiot
naparadidou mpefSere / auo ouson mpefson
Jaueid prro o§ ebol jepepsalterion efjo mmos / jeapaiot metamaau kaat
nsoou / pjois de pentafiopt erof
(...)

1.3.3 Internal rhyme

The idea that sections at some place in the middle of verse lines should need to be
identical may seem unexpected but is in fact realized in certain poetic traditions.
Classical Tamil poetry requires the identity of the second syllable and sometimes
subsequent elements in verse lines (here underlined). Example: Tiruvalluvar,
Thirukkural (probably early 1st millennium CE; additional tendency towards allit
eration in this text) (Manickavasagam 2003: 3-7).
(10)

Akara mutala ejuttellam ati / pakavan mutarre ulaku
Karratana laya payanenkol valarivan / narral tola’ar enin
Malarmicai ekinan manati cerntar / nilamicai nituval var
Ven(utal ventamai ilanati cerntarkku / vanjum itumpai ila
Irulcer iruvinaiyum cera iraivan / porulcer pukajpurintar mattu.
Porivayil aintavittan poytir olukka / nenninrar nituval var
Tanakkuvamai illatan tajcerntark kallal / manakkavalai marral aritu
Aravali antanan tajcerntark kallal / piravali nintal aritu
Kohl poriyil kunamilave enkunattan / talai vanankat talai
Piravip perunkatal nintuvar nintar / iraivan aticera tar
(...)

Internal rhyme is also found in several Old Norse texts, e.g., Sigvatr PorOarson,
Erfidrapa Olafs helga (early 11th cent.; internal rhyme underlined, + alliteration
in bold type):
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Tolf frak tekna elfar
Tailaust vidu ba!a.
Olli Aleifr falli,
Eirsamr konungr, beira.
Svia tvggia leitk seggi
Soknstrids firum rifla
Bol vas bratt til Hgljar
Buit mest Sigars hesti
(...)

2 Geographical distribution and evolution of
end rhyme
2.1 Introduction
The identity of verse ends, in other words end rhyme, is much more common in
modern times than the types described above, amounting to a practically uni
versal distribution. 1 cannot demonstrate this in full breadth here, but I want to
refer to the web-site http://www.mamalisa.com/ which hosts childrens’ songs
and nursery rhymes from all over the world, most of which display some form of

end rhyme. Rhyme is also ubiquitous in texts of pop songs which are nowadays
produced by mainstream cultures in most corners of the world. Judging from its
modern distribution, end rhyme would seem to be universal, innate, or inher
ited from the world’s proto-language. It was, however, largely unknown to most
major literary traditions of the ancient world (Egyptian, Ancient Near Eastern lan
guages recorded in Cuneiform writing, Classical Greek and Latin, Classical San
skrit, Older Iranian, Classical Japanese, traditional Balto-Slavic folk verse, etc.).
This suggests that end rhyme is actually a contact phenomenon which must have
spread from one or few sources to the whole world only in relatively recent times.5
The investigation of the diachrony of end rhyme is hampered by a method
ological problem. A strict borderline between rhymed texts and unrhymed texts is

5 An alternative explanation, which was proposed by an anonymous reviewer, could be that end
rhyme used to be much more common in the past than suggested by textual evidence but was
restricted to stylistical domains (such as children’s or nursery language?) which were not usually
put into writing.
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harder to draw than one might assume. Since most human languages use gram
matical affixes, the initial and/or final phonemes of sentences are not a random
selection from the phoneme inventory, but certain phoneme sequences are sta
tistically overrepresented at the sentence edges. When verse lines coincide with
clauses, which is normal for most poetic traditions, verse beginnings or ends may
come to be identical even if rhymes are not intentionally sought by the composer.
In addition to this, the fact that parallelism and repetition in very general terms
belong to the universal stylistic means of poetic language further increases the
frequency of rhymes even in traditions where it is not a constitutive poetic prin
ciple. The borderline between unrhymed poetry and rhymed poetry is therefore a
fluid one, and it may very well be that also the emergence of end rhyme was a fluid
or stochastic process, so that a fixed time and place of origin would never have
existed.
Nevertheless, I think that a differentiation between “sporadic rhyme” and
“systematic rhyme” is useful at least for presentational purposes. I will use the
term “sporadic rhyme” where rhymed verses occur more frequently than could be
expected by chance but still belong to the inventory of optional stylistic effects,
whereas “systematic rhyme” means that rhyme has become a mandatory feature
of poetry. The existence of “systematic rhyme” in this sense can be affirmed if (1) a
longer poem shows exceptionless rhyme, (2) a rhyme pattern (such as ABAB...) is
recognizable, or (3) not only grammatical suffixes but also parts of lexical stems
participate in rhyme.
So where did end rhyme originate? The famous German poet Johann Wolf
gang von Goethe seems to have been on the right track when he took it to be an
Oriental (as he says, Persian) invention:
Behramgur, sagt man, hat den Reim erfunden.
Er sprach entztickt aus reiner Seele Drang;
Dilaram schnell, die Freundin seiner Stunden,
Erwiderte mit gleichem Wort und Klang.
(Goethe, Westostlicher Divan: Suleika Nameh)6
I will now give examples of early attestations of sporadic and/or systematic end
rhyme from several regions, roughly in chronological order.

6 ‘Behramgur [a Sassanide king of Persia], they say, invented rhyme. Ecstatically he spoke, from
his pure soul’s inspire: and Dilaram, the darling of his hours, quickly replied with matching word
and sound.’
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2.2 Hittite
A fragment of a song from the time of Hattusilis 1st (16th cent. BCE) shows a rep
etition at the end, but the preserved portion consists of no more than three lines:7
(12)

nesas [waspes] nesas waspes tiva-mmu tiva
nu-mu annas-mas katta arnut tiva-mmu tiva
nu-mu uwas-mas katta arnut tiva-mmu tiva
‘[Clothes from] Nesa, clothes from Nesa bring me, bring!
My mother’s (gifts) take down for me, bring me, bring!
My nurse’s (gifts) take down for me, bring me, bring!’ (Haas 2006:280).

This is an example of great antiquity, but the fragment does not suffice to prove
that end rhyme was a regular poetic instrument of the Hittite language, the less
so as other extant Hittite poetic texts do not use rhyme.

2.3 Chinese
The Shi Jing (|#@) “Book of Odes” (said to originate from the early 1st millen
nium BCE; first fragmentary manuscripts from the Han dynasty, 206 BCE-220
CE) shows clear instances of end rhyme, but with various degrees of consistency
throughout the opus. One of the best examples is Ode 305 (Karlgren 1950: 265f.),
the last (and latest?) one, which at present constitutes the earliest known example
of clearly intentional, systematic end rhyme in the world. The rhymes are obvious
but imprecise in the contemporary Mandarin pronunciation as given here. They
start on the vowel of the last syllable.
(13)

ta bl yin wu / fen fa jing chu
SSA^Pfix HIn^^x shen ru ji zu / pou jing zhi lfi
fct&MUx you jie ji su£ / tang sun zhi xu /
wei ru jing chu
JUfflSiW » ;a;£/$?ix ju guo nan xiang / xi y6u cheng tang
^®Bc^x
zibidiqiang/moganbulaixiang
Elffije^o mo gan bu lai wane / vue shang shi chang
IStPT^^-^lx tian ming duo bi / she dou yu yu zhi ji

7 I owe the reference to this text to Francis Breyer (Berlin).
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TK^/St x
^SJ[,siS *
^fTI- IJlIIHS o
|Za^±tix
iSiSMSv
#fl¥,
>
HfS*
JeHUt JeiS *

sui shilai bi / wu yu huo shi / jia se
fei xie
tian ming jiang jian / xia min you yin
bu jian bu lin / bu gan dai huang
ming yu xia gun / feng jian jue fn
shang yi yi yi / si fang zhi ji
he he iue shene / zhuo zhuo iue ling
o shou kao ju ning / yi bao wo hou sheng
zhi bi jing shan / song bai wan win
shi duan shi qian / fang zhuo shi qian
MfULJl&o song jue you chin/luying you xiin/
qin cheng kong in

In the reconstructions of Old Chinese pronunciation by Karlgren (1950: 266) and
Baxter (1992; see his appendix “The rhyme words of the Shljlng”: 745-812), the
rhymes become better and sometimes appear to include consonants of the syl
lable onset as well. The first rhyme groups in Baxter’s reconstruction:
(14)

it Np(r)ja? = 161 tsrhja? = PI tsrja? = fift grja? = fff s(k)rja?
= zja? = JI tsrhja?
line 4-6: $P xjang = if hlang = ^ kh(l)jang = ^ xjang? = I wjang
= & djang
line 7-8: £¥ pjek = 31 tsek = fi¥ pjek = iS drek = ft? kreks
line 1-3:

In Karlgren’s reconstruction:
(15)

it miwo = JI ts’jo = PI tsjo = ^ gljo = pft sjo = dzjo = JI ts’jo
3P xjang = if fang = % k’jang = ? xjang = i giwang = ^ djang
E¥ pjbk = 31 tsjek = $ pjek = d’ek = ft? g’eg

2.4 Hebrew
The Hebrew Bible (1st millennium BCE) contains examples of sporadic rhyme,
i.e., identity of verse ends at much more than random rate but with no consis
tency and no obvious alternation patterns. One of the best examples is Psalm 146:
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Halalu-vah
Halall naps! ‘at-vahvah / ’ahalalah yahya ba hayyay ’azammarah
lelohay ba'ori
’Al-tibtahu bindlbim / baban-’adam sa’eyn lb tasu'ah
Tese ruho yasub la’admato / bayyom ha-hu ’abdu 'astonotaw
’A§re ga’el ya'aqob ba'azro / sibro ‘al-yahwah ‘elohaw
‘Osah samayim wa’aras / ’at-hayyam wa’at-kal-’asar-bam
Hassomer ’emat la'olarn / ‘osah mispat la'asuqim
Noten laham lar'ebim / yahwah mattlr ‘asurlm
Yahwah poqeah ‘iwrini / yahwah zoqep kapuplm
Yahwah ’oheb sadlqlm / yahwah §omer ’et-gerlm
Yatom wa’almanah ya'oded / wadarak rosa'im ya'awwet
Yimlok yahwah la’olam / ’elohayik siyyon lador wador
Halalu-yah

Sporadic rhyme of this kind is generally frequent in post-biblical Hebrew litur
gical texts, e.g., in Tfilat ha-Amida (thought to have been composed in the 1st
century CE). Kuhn (1950) postulated that rhyme in such texts was originally
exceptionless and phrases violating the rhyme are later insertions or text corrup
tions, a hypothesis I would not follow.
Rhyme becomes undisputably systematic by the works of Yannai, as exempli
fied here by his poem Ahar ham-midbar, ascribed to the 6th century (from Carmi
1981: 219f.). The rather strict rhyme of the last syllable is often preceded by a
section of less strict identity, which makes it difficult to determine where exactly
the rhyme starts. This text is an early example of the piyut genre, which is charac
terized by both end rhyme and an alphabetic acrostic pattern:
(17)

Ahar ham-midbar sir nihag son / ahar ham-midbar hinhig ‘ammo
kasson
Balo raglayim ras wa-herls mar‘ito / lalakat limqom hazyon mar’ito
Giddule da§a hayu nibra’im la-panaw / wa’ahar kak hayu niblalm
milpanaw
Darak gadolah la-yom ’ahad hillek / ki ’oheb meSarlm yi§Sar lb helak
Har ha-’elohim ‘et pi hugga‘ / mittarho hunah u-migi‘o hurgal
U-thillah nir’ah lb kidmut mal’ak / la‘asot damuto kidmut mal’ak
Zah laki darko hinnako lir’ot / lihyot baqi ba-kal mar’e mar'ot
Huzzaq libo ka§ar labbat le| / ba'abur lalabbabo ba-kal mine Ie§
Jahur batuk tum’ah yaqaro hopUl / gaboah 'al sanah kabodo hodia*
Ya‘an ki sarat ‘ammo hi sarato / w-i§u‘atam hi vaSu'atb
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^J^ISiSL fifSHISo suishilaibi/wuyuhuoshi/jiase
fei xie
T% tian ming jiang jian / xia min you yan
'Fifts-ii* bu jian bu lan / bu ean dai huang
ifr^TlSU £f iitMIS o ming yu xia gm / feng jian jue fu
jZ37i±®> shang yi yi yi / si fang zhi ji
iSiSUSS* he he jue sheng / zhuo zhuo jue ling
o shou kao ju nine / yi bao wo hou sheng
»*§.*»
Atl v zhi bi jlng shan / song bai wan wan
P^^^Lllx
£Vr£S. ^ISIrJlJ^ x shi duan shi qian / fang zhuo shi qian
3fn£fL£o song jue you chM/luying you xian/
qln cheng kong an
In the reconstructions of Old Chinese pronunciation by Karlgren (1950: 266) and
Baxter (1992; see his appendix “The rhyme words of the Shljlng”: 745-812), the
rhymes become better and sometimes appear to include consonants of the syl
lable onset as well. The first rhyme groups in Baxter’s reconstruction:
(14)

line 1-3:

it Np(r)ja? = JI tsrhja? = PI tsrja? = Jfs grja? = f/f s(k)rja?
= &S zja? = JI tsrhja?
line 4-6: HP xjang = if hlang = % kh(l)jang = ^ xjang? = I wjang
= $ djang
line 7-8: l¥ pjek = tsek = G? pjek = ig drek = ft? kreks

In Karlgren’s reconstruction:
(15)

it miwo = JI ts’jo = PI tgo = lift gljo = p/r sjo = 3! dzjo = JI ts’jo
HP xiang = ji fang = % k’jang = % xjang = I giwang = S djang
pjgk = 31 tsjSk = I? pjSk = il d’ek = ft? g’eg

2.4 Hebrew
The Hebrew Bible (1st millennium BCE) contains examples of sporadic rhyme,
i.e., identity of verse ends at much more than random rate but with no consis
tency and no obvious alternation patterns. One of the best examples is Psalm 146:
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Halalu-vah
Halali napsl ‘at-vahvah / ’ahalalah yahya ba hayyay ’azammarah
lelohay ba'orl
’Al-tibtahu bindlbim / baban-’adam sa’eyn 16 tasu'ah
Tese ruho yasub la’admato / bayyom ha-hu ’abdu ’astonotaw
’ASre §a‘el ya'aqob ba'azro / sibro ‘al-yahwah ’elohaw
‘Osah §amayim wa’aras / ’at-hayyam wa’at-kal-’asar-bam
Hassomer ’emat la'olam / 'osah mispat la'asuqlm
Noten laham lar'eblm / yahwah mattlr ’asurim
Yahwah poqeah 'iwrim / yahwah zoqep kapupim
Yahwah ’oheb sadlqim / yahwah Somer ’et-gerlm
Yatom wa’almanah ya'oded / wadarak roga'Im ya'awwet
Yimlok yahwah la'olam / ’elohayik siyyon lador wador
Halalu-yah

Sporadic rhyme of this kind is generally frequent in post-biblical Hebrew litur
gical texts, e.g., in Tfilat ha-Amida (thought to have been composed in the 1st
century CE). Kuhn (1950) postulated that rhyme in such texts was originally
exceptionless and phrases violating the rhyme are later insertions or text corrup
tions, a hypothesis I would not follow.
Rhyme becomes undisputably systematic by the works of Yannai, as exempli
fied here by his poem Ahar ham-midbar, ascribed to the 6th century (from Carmi
1981: 219f.). The rather strict rhyme of the last syllable is often preceded by a
section of less strict identity, which makes it difficult to determine where exactly
the rhyme starts. This text is an early example of the piyut genre, which is charac
terized by both end rhyme and an alphabetic acrostic pattern:
(17)

Ahar ham-midbar sir nihag sen / ahar ham-midbar hinhlg ‘ammo
kasson
Balo raglayim ras wa-heris mar'Ito / lalakat limqom hazyon mar’ito
Giddule dasa hayu nibra'im la-panaw / wa ahar kak hayu niblaTm
milpanaw
Darak gadolah la-yom ’ahad hillek / kl ’oheb mesarim yiSSar 16 helak
Har ha-’elohim ‘et pi huggal / mittarho hunah u-mlgl‘6 hurea’
U-thillah nir’ah 16 kidmut mal’ak / la'asot damuto kidmut mal’ak
Zah lakl darko hinnako lir’ot / lihyot baqi ba-kal mar’e mar’ot
Huzzaq libo kagar labbat !e§ / ba'abur lalabbabo ba-kal mine ’e§
Jahur batuk tum’ah yaqaro hopial / gaboah 'al sanah kab6do hodiil
Ya'an k! sarat ‘ammo hi sarato / w-I§u‘atam hi ya§u‘ato
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2.5 Old South Arabian
The earliest known text with systematic end rhyme outside China appears to be
the Sun Hymn of Saba from ca. 200 CE (Abdallah 1988).8 It is written in the Old
South Arabian script. The text is not readily translatable, as the language is not
precisely determined. According to Beeston (1994:236-238), the text contains Old
North Arabian traits as well. The text consists of 27 verses all of which terminate
in -hk {-k being a grammatical suffix, -h- belonging to the stem):
(18)

N§trn hyr kmhd hqbk
Bsyd hnwn m’t nshk
Wqrnw s‘b dqsd qsfok
Wlb ‘lhn dyhr fq^k
W'ylt ”db sl‘ fdhk
W'yn msqr hnbhr w?bk
Wmn drm wtd’ hslhk
Wmhs‘ yhn ’hgy kShk
(...)

2.6 Aramaic
Kuhn (1950: 30-40) provides a reconstruction of the hypothetical Aramaic origi
nal of the Pater noster (early 1st century CE) that has systematic end rhyme, but
this is highly speculative. Many examples of early Syriac hymnody have sporadic
rhyme to various degrees, as in Hebrew. The following text brings end rhyme
almost to perfection, but it is largely restricted to -e and -o as grammatical suf
fixes and still has no regular pattern of alternation:
(19)

‘Ayno bnahiro / metdakyo bneqpe
Wmetnasho bzayng / wmeStapyo bdenhe
Wmezdahyo bziwe / wmestabto bSuprg
Maryam broz ‘aynq / nuhro §ro bgawq
Wamraq ltar'itq / wsiapi lmahsabtq
Daki lmernitq / wsalel btulutq
Nahro da'mad ho be / brozo hpak batne

8 1 owe the reference to this text to Stefan Weninger (Marburg).
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‘Ubo ragyo dmayo / batne bdakyoto
Wyalde bzahyutfi / w’asqe bte§buhto
B'ubo dakyo dnahrp / ’ilap lbart ano§<2
Dbetnat dlo gabra / wyeldat dlo zar'a
Rabyat bmawhabtQ / lmoro dmawhabtp
Denho bgaw nahre / semho bgaw qabrg
’Azleg bri§ tqurg / wadnah bgaw karsq
W’apreg b'uloye / w’anhar bsuloqe
(...)
(Poem ascribed to Ephrem the Syrian, 4th century CE; manuscript 522
CE; Brock & Kiraz 2006: Text no. 7)
(Sporadic) rhyme and other possibly poetic sound patterns in the Syriac gospel
translation are discussed by Falla (1977).

2.7 Arabic
The Arabic Qur’an (early 7th century) is characterized by systematic rhyme with
the same end section typically stretching over a long sequence of lines, often a
whole Surah. Example: Surah 81 with rhyme in -at.
(20)

Ida §-Samsu kuwwiral
Wa-ida n-nugumu nkadaral
Wa-ida 1-gibalu suyyiral
Wa-ida l-‘i§aru ‘utfilal
Wa-ida 1-wuhuSu huSirai
Wa-ida 1-biharu suggirai
Wa-ida n-nufusu zuwwigal
Wa-ida 1-mau’udatu su’ilal
Bi-’ayyi danbi qutilai
Wa-ida ?-§uhufu nu§irat
Wa-ida s-sama’u ku§ital
Wa-ida l-gahlmu su“iral
Wa-ida 1-gannatu ’uzlifat
‘Alimat nafsun ma ’ahdaral
(...)
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2.8 Latin
Sporadic rhyme (homoioteleuton) is one of the established stylistic patterns of
Classical Latin literature. The intentionality of such rhymes is, however, often
hard to assess. One of the most convincing passages is the following from Ovid,
Amores 1,1 (ca. 0 CE):
(21)

(...)
‘Nec mihi materia est numeris levioribus apta,
Aut puer aut longas compta puella comas-’
Questus eram, pharetra cum protinus ille soluta
Legit in exitium spicula facta meum.
Lunavitque genu sinuosum fortiter arcum.
‘Quod’ que ‘canas, vates, accipe’ dixit ‘opus!’
Me miserum! certas habuit puer ille saeittas.
Urqr, et in vacuo pectore regnat Amor.
Sex mihi surgat opus numeris, in quinque residal:
Ferrea cum vestris bella valete modis!
Cingere litorea flaventia tempora myrto,
Musa, per undenos emodulanda pedes!

(...)
The first systematic rhyme appears in Augustinus, Psalmus contra partem Donati,
393 CE, earliest manuscript 9th century, composed of 295 verses all of which end
in -e or -ae (from Finaert & Congar 1963:150ff.):
(22)

Vos qui gaudetis de pace, modo verum iudicatg.
Foeda est res causam audire et personas acciperg.
Omnes iniusti non possunt regnum dei possiderg.
Vestem alienam conscindas nemo potest tolerare:
Quanto magis pacem Christi qui conscindit dignus mortg?
Et quis est ista qui fecit quaeramus hoc sine errorg.
(...)
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2.9 Celtic
The earliest known specimen of rhymed Irish poetry is Colman mac Leneni, Poem
for King Domnall (dated to 565/6 by Carney 1989: 42f.; extant manuscripts are
medieval). The text makes also use of alliterations (here in bold type). It has been
claimed (e.g., by Stella 1995b) that Old Irish verse was the initial model for end
rhyme in the other European languages.
(23)

Luin oc elaib / ungi oc dirnaib
Crotha ban n-athech / oc rodaib rignaib
Rig oc Domnall / dord oc aidbsg
Adand oc caindill / calg oc mo chailg-se
Dun maic Daim / doe os roi
Ronn tart / tacht coi
6 ba mac cleib / caindlech sgr
Sirt each n-ainm / ainm gossa fer
(...)

The first examples of Welsh rhyme appear no later than those of Irish. A rhyme
of a remarkably intricate pattern is used by the poet Taliesin, Marwnad Owain ab
Urien (Parry 1962: 3f.), ascribed to the 6th century, manuscripts medieval, which
also contains alliterations (in bold type).
(24)

Enaid Owain ab Urien / gobwyllid Rheen o’i raid.
Rheged udd ae cudd tromlas / nid oedd fas ei gywvddaid.
Isgell gwr cerddglyd clodfawr. / esgyll gwawr gwaywawr Maid,
Cany cheffir cystedlvdd / i udd Llwvfenvdd llathraid.
Medel galon, gefeilad, / Eisylud ei dad a’i daid.
Pan laddawdd Owain Fflamddwvn / nid oedd fwv nogvd evsgaid.
Cysgid Lloegr llydan nifer / A lleufer yn eu llygaid;
A rhai ni ffoynt haeach / a oeddynt hvach no rhaid.
(...)
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2.10 German
The Merseburger Zauberspriiche (the only pre-Christian German text; believed to
have been composed before 750 CE; manuscript 10th century) may be considered
to show sporadic rhyme. Spell 1:
(25)

Eiris sazun idisi
Sazun hera duoder.
Suma hapt heptidun,
Suma heri lezidun.
Suma clubodun
Umbi cuoniouuidi:
Insprinc haptbandim,
Inuar uigandjjn.

Rhyme becomes systematic in the Liber evangeliorum by Otfrid von WeiBenburg (ca. 860 CE; note the equivalence of -n- and -Z-, which is no longer valid for
modern German):
(26)

Ludowig ther snella, / thes wisduames folia,
Er ostarrichi rihtit al, / so Frankono kuning seal;
Ubar Frankono lant / so gengit ellu sin giwalL
Thaz rihtit, so ih thir zellu. / thiu sin giwalt ellu.
Themo si iamer heili / joh salida gimeim,
Druhtin hohe mo thaz guat / joh frewe mo emmizen thaz muat:
(...)

2.11 Old Norse
It was not much later that end rhyme came into use in Old Norse as well. The first
example is found in Egill Skallagrimsson, Hofudlausn (936 CE) (+ alliteration, in
bold type):
(27)

Vestr komk of vgi, / en ek Vidris bgr
Munstrandar mar, / Sva’s mitt of far;
Drok eik a flat / vi9 isabrai,
Hloflk maerdar hlul / munknarrar skuiBudumk hilmi lad / ak hrodrs of kvad
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Berk 6dins mjod / a Engla bjfiS;
Lofat visa vann. / vist maerik frann.
Hljofls bifljum harm. / £>vit hroflr of fann.
(...)

2.12 Iranian
End rhyme is a mandatory feature of Persian poetry of the Islamic period. This
was not so in earlier stages of the language. Henning (1950: 646f.) states: “(...) in
the whole of the Western Middle Iranian Material so far recognized as poetical
there is not a single rhyme in the strict sense. There are accidental rhymes and
assonances; but the principle of the rhyme as such, the deliberate rhyme, seems
to have been unknown.” As the only counter-example he cites (p. 647) a passage
of 12 lines in a Pahlavi text all of which end in -an (the manuscript is very late,
956 CE):
(28)

Darom andarz-e az danagan / az guft-I peSenigan
0 smah be wizarom / pad rastih andar gehan
Agar padired / baved sud-I do-gehan
Pad getl vistaxw ma bed / was-arzog andar gehan
£e getl pad kas be ne hiSt-hend / ne ku§k ud xan-u-min
(...)

The Tarxh-i Sistan (“History of Sistan”, 1053 CE) quotes a few rhymed verses said
to go back to ca. 700 BCE (cited from Elwell-Sutton 1975: 88, who tries to argue
that Persian end rhyme was a native tradition not imported from Arabic):
(29)

Abast u nabidhasl/ 'usarat-i zabibasl/ udunba farbihupivast / sumaiya
rusbidhast
Az hutlan amadhiva / ba-ru tabah amadhiya / avar baz amadhiva /
bi-dil faraz amadhiva
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2.13 Sanskrit
Rhyme is unknown to the bulk of classical Sanskrit literature. Jayadeva, Gita
govinda (12th cent. CE) is considered the earliest example, or one of the earliest
examples, of systematic end rhyme in this language (on this text see also Gerow
1989):
(30) Pralayapayodhijale dhrtavanasi vedam
Vihitavahitracaritramakhedam
Kesava dhrtaminasarlra iava iagadisa hare
Ksitirativipulatare tava tisthati pr$the
Kharanidharanakinacakragaristhe
Kesava dhrtakacchaparupa iava iagadisa hare
Vasati dasanasikhare dharani tava lagna
Sasini kalankakaleva nimagna
Kesava dhrtasukararupa iava iagadisa hare
(...)

2.14 Conclusion
We have seen that the use of end rhyme in several languages expanded consider
ably during their observable history, making end rhyme by now a feature with a
practically global distribution. I believe that two factors have contributed to this
fact: (1) Poetic principles are easily borrowed. They are almost inevitably bor
rowed when a powerful literary language comes into contact with a language that
has not yet developed firm literary traditions. This favours a world-wide spread of
a limited number of literary principles out of many more that would be possible in
theory. (2) Since, typologically, inflectional suffixes are more frequent than pre
fixes (Dryer 2005), equal word-ends must be globally more frequent than equal
word-beginnings. This made it more probable that end rhyme would prevail over
other types of rhyme, as it in fact did.
It remains hard to decide whether a single origin of systematic end rhyme
or rather a polygenetic origin should be assumed. For the time being, two major,
perhaps independent nuclei can be recognized which have contributed to the
world-wide spread of end rhyme, namely China and the Near East. The first undisputable examples of systematic end rhyme are attested from China, a country
whose literacy and literature had a strong influence on several cultures of the Far
East. Rhyme in the Near East, whether ultimately imported from China or not,
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joins a short time later, and it is from here that end rhyme entered the literary
traditions of Christianity and Islam, through which it spread to most remaining
regions of the globe.
It appears that, in several traditions at least, rhyme was introduced gradually
during an extended period in which rhyme became more and more frequent and
regularized, i.e., the emergence of rhyme was a statistical process (thus D’Angelo
1995 for Latin). This makes it difficult to determine exact migration paths.
Modem European rhyme has repeatedly, and in my view rightly, been argued
to be derived from Hebrew or Semitic languages, e.g., by Kuhn (1950:51), who also
suggests that rhyme arose from identical suffixes in parallel clauses and would
thus originally have been restricted to grammatical morphemes. An origin from
Hebrew is also asserted by Hrushovski (1981: 62): “The rhyming system of the
Hebrew piyut was the earliest known massive, systematic and obligatory use of
rhyme in poetry, and it is very plausible that through the Christian Syriac church
employing Aramaic (a cognate language to Hebrew), and via Latin liturgy, the
principle of rhyme was transferred to European poetry”.
Other authors prefer to believe in independent inventions (e.g., Schweikle
1967 for German). See also the contributions in Ernst & Neuser (1977) on the issue.
Norden (1898.2:810-908, appendix “Ober die Geschichte des Reims”), who gives
a detailed description of the rise of end rhyme in Latin and Greek, tries to take an
intermediate position in arguing that rhyme exists “potentially” in all languages,
being based on the idea of parallelism which he believes to be universal, but that
cultural contact was needed to bring rhyme into “actual” usage.

2.15 Rhyme outside of poetry
Features more or less comparable to rhyme can be found also outside the domain
of poetry. The existence of such features in a language might have facilitated the
selection of the same principle for poetic use. Some miscellaneous features of this
kind are the following:
- Partial reduplication, which appears as a morphological process in several
languages, can be regarded as a non-poetic correlate either of initial rhyme
or alliteration (Greek rtd9w ‘to convince’, perfect participle ne-neiap^voq),
of internal rhyme (Samoan alofa ‘he loves’, alolofa ‘they love’9), or of end
rhyme (Somali dab ‘fire’, plural dab-ab), depending on where the reduplica

9 Cited from Moravcsik (1978: 310) where many more examples of reduplication are to be found.
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tion is located. This parallelism has been commented on e.g., by Kiparsky
(1975: 242f.).
Several languages have so-called “echo compounds” (Turkish term:
miihmele), which are formed from nouns and introduce a notion of plural
ity, “et cetera”, or add some kind of emotional colouring. They are relatively
productive in languages such as Turkish: kitap mitap ‘books and the like’
(Marchand 1952); Egyptian Arabic: fi sal’at mal’at ‘everywhere’ (Woidich
2006: 15); Yiddish: gelt-Smelt ‘money - who cares?’; Lezgian: sik‘-mik‘ ‘fox
and other wild animals’ (Haspelmath 1993: 109); Hindi: pant vani ‘water et
cetera’; Tamil: paampu-kiimpu ‘snakes and similar reptiles’. Less prototypical
examples are also found in English: itsy-bitsy, boogie-woogie, hobson-jobson,
hodgepodge, baby-shmaby (the shm-type being a borrowing from Yiddish, see
Spitzer 1952); German: Hokuspokus, Kuddelmuddel, Techtelmechtel, holterdipolter; French: pele-mele. The origin of such compounds has been claimed to
lie in Dravidian (Kane 2001: 58) or Turkic (Southern 2005: 26-30) languages,
but there are examples already from Hittite (karnan marnan ‘nach besten
Kraften’, Haas 2006: 292) and Coptic (magical formulas such as thalal malal,
Vycichl 1984:103 with reference to possible Egyptian examples).
Semantically related words may influence one another so that they acquire
the same end rhyme, e.g., Bulgarian oktombri ‘October’ (with unetymological -m-) - noembri ‘November’ (the same in some other Slavonic languages);
French grammaire (irregularly < grammatica) - vocabulaire; English female
(irregularly < French femelle) - male; Mehri himel (irregularly from the root
ymn) ‘right’ - simel ‘left’ (Brockelmann 1927: 19, who gives a lot of further
examples from Semitic languages).
It may also be mentioned that between the 11th and the 18th centuries, Arabic
book titles were frequently rhymed (Ambros 1990), such as Magmg£ as-surQr
wa-mat;lal aS-Sams wa-l-budur ‘Assembly of Happiness, and Ascent Location
of the Sun and the Moons’. Here, a genuinely poetic feature acquired an addi
tional field of use with which it had not originally been associated.
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3 Parametric variation of end rhyme across
languages
Although, as we have seen, the idea of end rhyme was normally borrowed, its
implementation differs greatly across languages. There are several parameters
according to which rhyme rules can vary, some of which I am going to sketch in
the following.
As is perhaps true for grammatical rules in general, the borderline between
“grammatical” and “ungrammatical” utterances is not always a clear-cut one,
which means that the attempt to describe the usage of rhyme for a language in the
form of strict laws is an oversimplification. In reality, different rhymes may have
a different “quality”, with the worse of them being employed less frequently or
only by some authors. Holtman (1996) tries to capture this fact by a description
of rhyme rules in the framework of Optimality Theory (she considers data from
Dutch and English only).

3.1 Rhyme phonology
I want to introduce the concept of “rhyme phonology”, since the partitioning of
the sound space implied by rhyme identity may differ from the partitioning of the
sound space as normally practised by phonologists (“ordinary phonology”). Both
ways of partitioning are distinct but may still turn out to be interrelated in some
way. In particular, it seems to be typical that rhyme phonology displays mergers
with respect to ordinary phonology, or, in other words, is an underdifferentiated
version of ordinary phonology.
The question has been raised which linguistic level of representation pro
vides the input for rhyme. Manaster Ramer (1994) argued that relatively abstract
levels of representation are not relevant for rhyme in any language, as against
Malone (1982) who took the opposite view that rhyme is based on deep pho
nology. I believe that this question cannot be settled before further typological
research has provided data on rhyme from a wider range of languages. For the
time being, 1 am only defending the weak formulation that “rhyme phonology” is
not identical with the ordinary phonological representation.
Another approach to explain discrepancies between rhyme equivalence and
ordinary phonemic analysis is taken by Baxter (1992: 88-97). He attributes them
to historical factors, namely to the supposed origin of rhyme usage in either past
literary traditions or other dialects. But even if this were a common pathway of
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how a distinct “rhyme phonology” can come into existence, it is obvious that a
strictly synchronic description of rhyme usage is still necessary in its own right.

3.1.1 Underdifferentiation of vowels

In several languages, certain phonological vowel distinctions are ignored for the
rhyme. Let us first examine the case of German. A minority of poets seem to dis
tinguish rhyme vowels as in ordinary phonology (e.g., Gottfried Benn; Detlef von
Liliencron; Rainer Maria Rilke).10 However, the large majority of German poets
rhyme ii = i, 6 = e, Iail = /oi/ (but not *a = o!), and most native speakers per
ceive such rhymes as completely acceptable. The obvious interpretation is that
the feature of rounding in vowels is not relevant for rhyme phonology, and that
rhyme phonology is in this respect an underdifferentiated version of ordinary
phonology. Examples are abundant; I cite only one text here:
(31)

Ich weiB nicht was soil es bedeuten. /oi/
Dass ich so traurig bin;
Ein Marchen aus alten Zeiten. /ai/
Das kommt mir nicht aus dem Sinn.

(...)
Den Schiffer im kleinen Schiffg
Ergreift es mit wildem Wgli; /e/
Er schaut nicht die Felsenriffe.
Er schaut nur hinauf in die Hoh. /o/
(...)
(Heinrich Heine, Loreley; note also the tendency towards alliteration
in this text)
Some authors may, in addition, ignore vowel quantity and other subtleties (a-odistinction):

10 Martin Stockburger (Konstanz) helped me in identifying these authors.
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Ein feste Burg ist unser Golf, /o/
Ein gute Wehr und Waffen. /a/
Er hilft uns frei aus aller Not, /o/
Die uns jetzt hat betroffen. /o/
(...)
(Martin Luther, a popular hymn of the Protestant church)

In Polish, rhyme phonology does not recognize nasal vowels. They are either
treated as vowel + N (word internally before stops), which is not striking because
this is in agreement with their actual pronunciation. More significantly, they are
treated like simple vowels in the other positions, which means that the feature of
nasality is disregarded, q counts as equivalent to o(N). Furthermore, i and y are
equivalent.
(33)

Odwraca glows, odeszla nieco.
Podniosla w niebo zrenice.
Nagle na oczach lezki zaswiecq
I roz wystqpil na lice.
(...)
Starzec ucisza, podnosi rgkg,
“Sluchajcie, dzieci!” - zawola “Powiem, od kogo mam ts piosenkg,
Moze on byl z tego siola.”
(...)
Idz, moze znajdziesz na brzegach Niemna
Ts, ktorej juz nie obacze.
Moze jej piosnka bsdzie przvjemna.
Moze nad listkiem zapiacze.
(Adam Mickiewicz, Dudarz)
(...)
Ot lepiej pioro wezms i srod ciszv.
Gdy sis bez ladu mysl placze,
Zaczns cos pisac dla mych towarzvszv.
Zaczns, bo nie wiem, czy skonczg.

(...)
(Adam Mickiewicz, Do Przyjacidt)
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In Czech rhyme, vowel quantity is generally disregarded:
(34)

Na stolci sedel knize pan, / Vojakum kazal rozhnevan:
“Ji2 chopte pa2e zradne. / At’ hlava jeho padne!”
To mladou knSSnou zachvelo - / Ji oko mnou se zastrgla
A hlava mdla se chvli: / “Ustante je§t§ chvifi!
6 zivot, coi ten flovgka / Jen v plache stiny obleka I kdyz jej cely prosni. / Jak v ruzi kapku rosni!
Na svgtlech modre oblohv / Stesk duse ta mu nebohv.
V§ak sotva v lesk se vesni. / Jiz mre jak kvitko lesni.
Mladost, krasa, laska - vsg, / Ach, jak to jmeni prchavg:
To sotva jednou zkveta / A jiz je po v§em veta!
A kvetu jara vonny dgn, / Ach, jak to kratky, kratky sen
(...)
(Vit£zslav Halek, Kniieci Soud)

Ultimately, vowels may become completely irrelevant. This is not the norm for
any European language but is occasionally found in English and French (here
called “contre-assonance”):
(35)

It seemed that out of battle I escaped
Down some profound dull tunnel, long since scooped
Through granites which titanic wars had groined.
Yet also there encumbered sleepers groaned.
Too fast in thought or death to be bestirred.
Then, as I probed them, one sprang up, and stared
With piteous recognition in fixed eyes,
Lifting distressful hands, as if to bless.
And by his smile, I knew that sullen hall.
By his dead smile I knew we stood in Hell.
With a thousand pains that vision’s face was grained:
Yet no blood reached there from the upper ground
(...)
(Wilfred Owen, Strange Meeting)

(36) By the gate with star and moon
Worked into the peeled orange wood
The bronze snake lay in the sun
Inert as a shoelace; dead
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But pliable still, his jaw
Unhinged and his grin crooked,
Tongue a rose-colored arrow.
Over my hand I hung him.
His little vermilion eye
Ignited with a glassed flame
As I turned him in the light;
When I split a rock one time
The garnet bits burned like that.
Bust dulled his back to ocher
The way sun ruins a trout
Yet his belly kept its fire
Going under the chainmail,
The old jewels smoldering there
In each opaque belly-scalfi:
Sunset looked at through milk glass.
And 1 saw white maggots coil
Thin as pins in the dark bruise
Where innards bulged as if
He were digesting a mouse.
Knifelike, he was chaste enough,
Pure death’s-metal. The yard-man’s
Flung brick perfected his laugh.
(Sylvia Plath, Medallion)
(37) Prends ton manteau. Suspends les plaintes eternelles
Et buvons la splendeur des heures automnales.
Car la pourpre des bois environne le zebre
Qui rue et trotte et mord le feuillage et se cabre.
C’est le nouvel octobre et la sente ou je marche
Je la foulais naguere en brandissant la torche
Quand je voulais au sort attacher des entraves
Et nouer a l’azur les roses de mes reves.
Et nous nous oublierons et que notre coeur saiene
En regardant glisser la souplesse d’un cvene
Et nous contemplerons, dedaigneux des clepsvdres.
Les paons de cuivre bleu dans le bronze des cedres.
(Tristan Dereme, La Verdure Doree, Poeme no. LXXVII1)
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3.1.2 Underdifferentiation of consonants

In German rhyme, consonants are normally distinguished as in ordinary phonol
ogy. A minority of authors are liberal with regard to the voiced/voiceless distinc
tion, e.g.:
(38)

Der Prolet wird in den Krieg verladen
Daft er tapfer und selbstlos ficht.
Warum und fiir wen wird ihm nicht verraten
Fur ihn selber ist es nicht.
(Bertold Brecht, Lied gegen den Krieg)

I have found one author (dialectal, Swiss German) who systematically treats plo
sives and affricates sharing the same manner of articulation as equivalent:
(39)

Morn han ich es wiftes Rockli
Und es Chranzli uf em Chopfli. (/kx/ = /pf/)
Darf im Zug i d Chile goh.
Darf a Taufstei vurestoh.
Hole dert e neue Franke.
Goh uf d Schiitzematt go tanze. (/kx/ = /ts/)
(Haemmerli-Marti 1950: 72)
Summervogeli, Mattenangel.
Ttiend um d Meie tanze:
Niedere Chraballestangel
Lot ech lo gigampfe! (/nts/ = /mpf/)
(Haemmerli-Marti 1950:187)
Wenns luegt, wi wenns mi wett verschtoh.
Mit sine blaue Auge.
Denn chonnt de Tufel salber chp,
I tet keis Worth glaube! (/g/ = /b/)
(Haemmerli-Marti 1950:122)
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Quacksilberfiiefili und Rubelchopf.
S Miili wi Blettli vom Rosechnopf.
S Ziingli so gleitig wi s Mulirad.
Auge wi Brombeeri usem Hag (/d/ = /g/)
(Haemmerli-Marti 1950: 210)
Storch Storch Schnibel Schnabel.
Bisch vom alte Chlapperiadel: (/b/ = /d/)
Bi de hoche Piramide
Hesch dis Nascht gha, lind wi Side
(Haemmerli-Marti 1950:186)
Rhyme phonology of the Arabic Qur’an, which is unique and quite different from
rhyme in the classical Arabic literature, is particularly interesting and would
deserve further exploration (for the time being cf. Cassels 1983, and Neuwirth
1981: 65-115). Rhyme most typically includes the last non-final vowel alongside
the following segments. The rhyme phonology equates i = u; m = n; r = 1-, all
voiced and emphatic obstruents are equivalent (e.g., b = d = q = f = s); but not
so pairs such as d * t.n For reasons not yet understood, words of certain syllable
structures, though common in the language, are hardly ever employed as rhyme
words: CTC"(only accepted with geminate: marra); C'C"C~\kataba\ only Sura
54); CTCTT'ikatibu; only Sura 37).
The following example is from Sura 50; the rhyme pattern (long high vowel +
voiced/emphatic obstruent) is the same throughout the section:
(40) Wa-l-qur’ani 1-magid
Bal Tagibu ’an ga’ahum mundirun minhum faqala 1-kafiruna hada
Say’un ?aglb
’A-’idamitna wa-kunna turaban dalika ra^u ba?id
Qad 'Talimna ma tanqusu l-’ardu minhum wa-?indana kitabun haflz
Bal kaddabu bil-haqqi lamma ga’ahum fa-hum f! ’amrin marlg
’Afa-lam yanzuru ’ila s-sama’i fauqahum kaifa banlnaha
wa-zayyannaha wa-malaha min furug
Wa l-’ardi madadnaha wa-’alqina fiha rawasi wa-’anbatna fiha min
kulli zaugi bahig
Tabsiratan wa dikra li-kulli Tabdin munib

11 An attempt to explain this particular pattern of consonant equivalences is found in Peust
(2012).
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Wa-nazzalna mina s-sama’i ma’an mubarakan fa-’anbatna bihi
gannatin wa-habba 1-hasM
Wan-naxla basiqatin laha tal?un nadld
Rizqan lil-frbadi wa-’ahyayna bihi baldatan maitan kadalika 1-xurug
Kaddabat qablahum qaumu nuhin wa-’ashabu r-rassi wa-tamud
Wa-Tadun wa-firfaun wa-’ixwanu lut
(...)
In Guarani (Paraguay), rhyme minimally includes final 'V or 'VCV, the identity of
-C- not being required. Rhyme phonology ignores vowel nasality, nasal vowels
being identified with the corresponding plain vowels. Ex.: Dario Gomez Serrato,
Pedro Marangatu Arape (from Guasch 1996: 413):
(41)

Toveveke arai ari, toguaheke opa tetame
El Papa rerape ohova mbyju’icha che ne’e;
Tojuhu py’aguapype, Tupao kuarahv’ame
Pio doce iiahenoiva San Pedro rekoviar§.
Omumuiva yso sa’icha ha yvykua rupi ituiuva
Pyhare iiemonareva mba’e pochy rembiguai
Rohenduro ore retame Tupao rehe oguahuta
Romose va’era jaguaicha ore kuera Paraguai.
Nande Ruvicha jahayhuva kuimba’e hete resaiva
Ko San Pedro ara guahevo javy’a syry va’era;
Tojeguake nande roga, ha tapere namvasaita
Nandejara ra’arovo, yvoty opaichagua.
(...)

Finally, some traditions go so far as to consider consonants completely irrelevant
(so-called “assonance”):
(42) Old French, e.g., Chanson de Roland, ca. 1100, beginning of the
2nd stanza; rhyme in -u-e-:
Li reis Marsilie esteit en Sarraguce.
Alez en est en un verger suz l’umbre;
Sur un perrun de marbre bloi se cqlchgt,
Envirun lui plus de vint milie humgs.
II en apelet e ses dux e ses cqntgs:
Oez, seignurs, quel pecchet nus encumbrgt:
(...)
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(43) Spanish, e.g., Angel de Saavedra, La buenaventura (1841); rhyme in
-e-o-:
Era en punto medianoche / y reinaba hondo silgncip
De Medellin en la villa / sumergida en dulce sueno.
Desde un trono de celajes / nacarados y ligeros,
Candida, apacible luna / brillaba en el firmamento,
Sobre el pardo caserio / derramando sus reflgjos,
Como sobre los sepulcros / de un tranquilo cementerio.

(...)
(44) German rap songs, e.g., Bushido, Bloodsport (2006); rhyme in
-/a/-/oa/-:
Es ist Bushido Bloodsport ich spreche ein Machtwort
Egal was ihr sagt ich ruf immer Fuck Torch
Ich komm im BMW du kommst in nem kack Ford
Ich will segeln denn ich interessiere mich fur Yachtsport
Es ist Osterreich guck ich war im Knast doit
Ich hange mit den Gees du hangst mit dem SpaBt Kqts
Ich komm auf die Biihne jedes Madchen macht boah
Ihr habt keine Chance ihr SiiBen macht euch was vqi
Hertha BSC Berlin wir machen das Tqi
Du Schwuchtel jeden Montag singst du in nem Bachchor
Jeder quatscht mich voll Junge ich bin fast Ohr
Guck ich bin der Pate und kopfe dein Prachthoise
Und ich lege deine Reste in ne Backform
Ich bin ein Osamafreund und denke du kackst ab George
Es ist krasscore ich begeh urn acht Mold
Ersguterjunge ist Bushido Bloodsport

3.1.3 Rhyme as a criterion for hierarchizing distinctive phonological features?

It might be a promising idea to use rhyme evidence for hierarchizing distinc
tive features of ordinary phonology. The assumption would be that distinctions
ignored in rhyme take low positions on a feature hierarchy scale. When poets
differ in their amount of conflating phonological distinctions, the investigation
°f multiple poets’ usages may result in a more elaborated hierarchy. This seems
to work reasonably well for the German vowel system, where, based on the evi
dence presented above, a scale like the following could be suggested: (1) height /
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place of articulation (always distinguished); (2) quantity (mostly distinguished);
(3) rounding (rarely distinguished).
Accounts of this kind have been proposed for English (Bauschatz 2003)12,
German (Berg 1990)13, and Turkish (Malone 1988).

3.1.4 Transitivity

Another language dependent rhyme parameter could be the question whether
the rhyme relation is transitive, i.e., whether from A = B and B = C it follows that A
= C. While this might seem logical and is assumed to be generally true by Baxter
(1992: 89), there seem to be counter-examples such as the vowel equivalences of
Bohairic Coptic rhyme treated below. I will not discuss this question in detail.

3.2 Size of identical section
After we have discussed what counts as “identical” in rhyme, the second question
arises how long the sections need to be that are identical in this sense.
In many traditions, rhyme starts on the nucleus of a syllable whose selec
tion is language-specific. This is true for German, where rhyme starts on the last
stressed vowel, vowels with secondary accent included. It might be a possible
alternative formulation to say that it starts on the last vowel * a.
(45)

Meine Liebe, lange wie die Taube
Von dem Falken hin- und hergescheucht.
Wahnte froh, sie hab’ ihr Nest erreicht
In den Zweigen einer GStterlaube.
(Gottfried August Burger, Liebe ohne Heimat; secondary accents
marked with accent grave)

12 In that work, distinctive features of consonants are hierarchized based on imperfect rhymes
in a huge corpus of English poetry. It turns out that the voice distinction in fricatives is the one
ignored most easily: noise = voice; love = enough.
13 Contains statistical analyses of rhymes by Wilhelm Busch. Rounding of vowels is ignored
most frequently, in agreement with what has been said above.
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For French, the rule is conventionally given that rhyme starts on the last vowel
* a. Depending on the analysis of French accent, it might be a possible alternative
formulation to say that rhyme starts on the last stressed vowel.
Poetry in Berber languages follows a similar line in that rhyme typically
covers final -VC or -V. Since many words terminate in a vowel and there is no addi
tional stress criterion, a single vowel is often the only carrier of rhyme. In the fol
lowing Kabyle example (from Mammeri 2001: 343f.), the rhymes are in -i and -ar,
with the final consonant of the first half verse sometimes being ignored because
it is attached to the following word by enjambement:
(46) Bismillah annabdu llsasi / lhamdulillah a-t naskar
Winibyanurifimarrit /abridntt5ubayanjar
Lafwayad yur Rabbi ggwfit fyas win ur naby’ ad ittjar
D sslat5 yafk a nnbi hass-i / fk-i timajjat5 anyar
S lhamd ad dak nasmisi / kulyum ad dak nsakkar
Imans’ a-k gay d imakli / ssbah zik ad yafk naftar
Lmurad ik ilha i tissi / yif kra yallan d Kinsar
Yif iyi kac£ udi ntrusi / d §§ahad n tzizwit nay sskwar
(...)
But there are other possibilities. In Swahili, rhyme affects the last syllable (which
is generally unstressed) including its onset. Example: Love song ascribed to the
poet Liongo Fumo, who may have lived around 1600 (from Knappert 1979: 82):
(47)

Ewe mwana, nyamaa silie
Ukaliza wako mlimbizi.
Ewe mwana nyamaa utue
Nikutuze nguo za Hijazi
Nikwambike mikufu ’kupambe
Na dhahabu kazi ya Shiraz)
’Kuwakie nyumba kuu vumbe
Ya chokaa na mawe ya kazi
’Kupambie kwa vyombo vya kowa
Waowao unyike maozL
Natamani mwana kukuowa
Tukachinje kondoo na mbuzi
(...)
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Still other rules can be found in other languages. Amharic rhyme, as described
by Leslau (1990: 158), needs to cover at least final -CV or -VC, i.e., the last two
segments:
(48) malkam saw nabbaracc bartukan masays / dagmom anda lomi
mannam latat waya (Leslau No. 14)
ane waddasallawh yanci mawdad yatal / waha anda qum nagar sattataw
yanqannal (Leslau No. 9)
In Russian, the rhymed section starts on a stressed vowel as in many languages,
but there is an additional requirement that it needs to cover at least two pho
nemes. If stress falls on a word-final vowel, the preceding consonant must there
fore be included in the rhyme.

3.3 May sections longer than the minimum requirement be
identical?
In some languages, rhyme must be exactly as long as the minimum requirement
defined in the preceding section. It is true for German that a rhyme longer than
that (so-called “riihrender Reim”) is not normally accepted, as prescribed already
by Opitz (1624: 36): “(...) die letzte sylbe in den mannlichen, und letzten zwo inn
den weiblichen reimen (wie wir sie bald abtheilen werden) sollen nicht an alien
Buchstaben gleiche sein”. This means that Last = Mast, but Last * Palast. The
same is valid for English (e.g., greed * agreed).
On the other hand, French, and probably many other languages, tolerate
rhymes longer than the minimum requirement. In French, it is not only accepted,
but even desirable for a large section to rhyme (“rime riche”), e.g.:
(49) Gloire du long desir. Idees.
Tout en moi s’exaltait d£ yoil
La famille des iridees
Surgir a ce nouveau devoir.
(Stephane Mallarme, Prose pour Des Esseintes)
This may ultimately lead to a “vers holorime”, although such rhymes are, of
course, very difficult to construct:
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(50) Dans ces meubles laques. rideaux et dais moroses.
Ou. dure. £ve d’efforts sa langue irrite (erreur!)
Ou du reve des forts alanguis rit (terreur!)
Danse, aime. bleu iaauais, ris d’oser des mots roses.
(Charles Cros, Le Coffret de Santal)

3.4 Restrictions against trivial rhymes
Several languages probably reject rhymes made of identical words (among them
German, but here already following from restriction § 3.3; according to Baxter
1992: 89f. also true for at least some traditions of Chinese poetry).
In French, rhymes are not allowed whose rhyming portion consists of the
same word or the same morpheme: bonheur * malheur: donngr * aimer, vendu
* resolu. On the other hand, perdu = repandu is accepted because the rhyme
includes a part of the stem in addition to the morpheme -u.
Rhyme between (synchronic) homonyms is accepted:
(51)

Quel sera ce bienfait que je ne comprends gas?
L’illustre Josabeth porte vers vous ses gas.
(Jean Racine, Athalie 1,1)

Note the opposite behaviour of German: spaziaien = gefrieren is good in spite of
morphemic identity, but spazieren * stolzieren is not because of the restriction
discussed in § 3.3.

3.5 Words not useable in rhyme position
It may follow from the restrictions defined in the preceding sections that certain
words are unusable in rhyme position because no rhyme partners happen to exist
in the language. Examples:
~ English (numerous): animal, breadth, empty, film, monster, orange, purple,
sixth,...
~ German (less numerous): falsch, Friihling, Furcht, Hoffnung, Knospe, Mensch,
Schonheit, Zukunft,...
~ French (few): beige, pauvre, quatorze, triomphe
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3.6 Additional restrictions or rules
There may be various additional requirements imposed on rhyme other than
those discussed so far. I provide only a few examples; there is certainly room for
further research here.
German:
- Some older authors avoided foreign words as rhyme words (or generally in
poems) even where they would have matched phonetically (thus recom
mended e.g., by Opitz 1624: 24-27).
- It is considered good style to avoid grammatical words as rhyme words
(“und”, “er”).
French:
- Up to the 19th century, a very archaic pronunciation was presupposed for
rhyme usage. For example, -e did not rhyme with -ee, grand not with sang,
amour not with toujours (details in Coenen 1998: 74-84). One interpretation
could be that rhyme phonology here shows a greater differentiation than
ordinary phonology. Manaster Ramer (1994: 321) takes a different view that
these rules are artificial/orthographic and a description in phonological
terms should not be attempted for them.

3.7 Construction of stanzas
The rhyme schemes characterizing the sequence of lines (ABAB, AABB, etc.) are
another parameter which is language dependent at least to some degree. I am not
going to discuss them here.
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4 Rhyme in Egyptian
Although Egyptian cannot boast of a strong literary tradition of rhymed poetry,
this language, which has the longest attested history of any language, does
provide some observations that are valuable for a general typology of rhyme.

4.1 Alliteration
Alliteration appears sporadically in several Egyptian texts, most strikingly in
Ptolemaic temple inscriptions (see Vycichl 1957 who believes in a historical con
nection with Somali alliteration; Guglielmi 1996: 467-481; Kurth 1994: 84f.; Watterson 1979):
(52)

h3w.wt=k hwd m fu.w n.w h.t hm=k jm=sn hpry h3ww m-h.t=sn hnm=k
hnm=sn hfty=k hr m hb.t=sn h(3)h.tj r hm=k
(Edfu IV 63.14-17; Ptolemaic period; alliteration in h-)
‘Your altars are enriched with thousands of offerings that you may eat
of them, o Winged Beetle. Spices are upon them that you may smell
their odour. Your enemies are fallen upon their execution posts as you
hasten to your shrine.’
Nnw: niy n=k nnw hr npr.(t)
‘Nun: The flood rests on the river bank on your behalf’
Njw: njw n=k nwy hr n[.]rh1
‘Niu: The inundation settles down on the n... on your behalf’
Hh: hh n=k hbb.t hr hnb.wt
‘Heh: Fresh water flows over the meadows on your behalf’
Sw: S3S n=k sp hr Sdy.w
‘Shu: The gush rushes over the fields on your behalf’
Dhwtj: thm n=k thm hr-dp t3.w
‘Thoth: The thrust (of water) thrusts over the lands on your behalf’14

14 The letter d in the divine name Dhwtj (Greek 9ou0) was pronounced similarly or identically to
1 >n the Late Period, so that both consonants are here considered as equivalent.
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Pth-nfr-hr: pd n=kp3 wr hr pp
‘Ptah-Neferhor: The high one (= Nile) spreads over the mud on your
behalf’ (Edfu II256; subscripts on representations of gods)15
Slightly less impressive cases can be found already in earlier times such as the
following passage, datable to the later 2nd millennium BCE, which shows an allit
eration involving the two consonant sequence wn-:
(53)

wnwn
‘The star-observers,’
wn.w dw3=sn Rrw dp t3
‘who used to worship the Sun on earth, ’
wn.w jri=sn sntr n ntr.wjmj.w dw3.t ‘who used to offer incense to the
gods of the netherworld,’
wnn=sn m sms.w n ntr pn
‘will be among the entourage of this
god.’ (Roulin 1996, II: 140-142)16

Or the following examples from as early as the Pyramid Texts (24th cent. BCE; see
Firchow 1953: 217-220, and Kammerzell 2000):
(54)

hrhr=khrj rj.t=f h3\hrtz=kjmjn3.wt=f hm n=(j)hkn.tmhr.wj sn{n}.w(j)
(PT 238; alliteration in h-)
(Spell against snakes:) ‘Onto your face, you who are on your belly7;
descend on your back vertebra, you who are in your thicket; retreat
from me while you jubilate as the one with two faces!’
jw dbn.n=fp.tj tm.tj / jw phr.n=fjdb.wj (PT 406c)
‘He traversed the entire two heavens, and he surrounded the two
shores’

Longer Egyptian texts displaying a consistent pattern of alliteration, such as in
Old Germanic alliterative verse, are missing, however.

15 I owe the reference to this text to Stefan Baumann (Tiibingen).
16 I owe the reference to this text to Daniel Werning (Berlin).
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4.2 Sporadic end rhyme in Earlier Egyptian?
End rhyme has been suspected in the following text containing puns on the
numerals from one to ten (CT V 115h-116e; Sethe 1918; three partly conflicting
manuscripts; ca. 2000 BCE):
(55)

ft{.n=k wr.t [... w5it] ‘You took one,’
Jti.n=ksn.tj{wr.tj} [... sintj] ‘you took both.’
rhm.n=k s m dp n Hrw [...harw] ‘You extinguished it from the head of
Horns,’ (3 = hmtw)
Fd.n=ks jr=f[... jraf] ‘you plucked it out from him.’ (4 =fdw)
Dj m n=j [... naj] ‘Give me’ (5 = djw)
Snsn.t r hr=j [...hraj] ‘something that joins my face.’ (6 = sjw)
Msfhh=k}m=s [... jmas] ‘Do not dissociate from it,’ (7 = sfh)
M h3tb=kjm=s [... jmas] ‘do not spare(?) it.’ (8 = hmnw)
Shd n=k jr.t [... jirt] ‘Illuminate the eye,’ (9 = psdw)
Di n=jjr.t [... jirt] ‘give me the eye!’ (10 = mdw)

Sethe (1918: 24) felt very confident in seeing an end rhyme here; “es kann kein
Zweifel sein, daft wir es in unserem Fingerzahlreim mit dem altesten Beispiel des
Reimes in Agypten und aller Wahrscheinlichkeit nach auch dem altesten Reime
auf Erden iiberhaupt zu tun haben”.
The Book of Caverns (ca. 13th cent. BCE) contains a sequence of 24 adjectival
invocations all of which end in -yw or -;w. It is possible but hard to verify at the
present state of our knowledge that they agreed also in their final vowels and
would thus have constituted an end rhyme:
(56) j ntr.w

‘Oh you gods,’

St3y.w St3y.w

‘you secret ones, you secret ones,’

shm.yw shm.yw

‘you mighty ones, you mighty ones,’

h3t.jw h3t.jw

‘you corpse-like ones, you corpse-like ones’

qf.yw qf.yw

‘you (?) ones, you (?) ones,’

jmn.yw jmn.yw

‘you hidden ones, you hidden ones,’

h3p.yw h3p.yw

‘you covered ones, you covered ones,’

nnwt.jw nnwt.jw

‘you idle ones, you idle ones,’ (...)

{Book of Caverns 59.10-33, Werning 2011: 226-227)
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Another account on suspected Egyptian end rhyme by Ebers (1877) was based on
outdated readings and is obsolete.

4.3 End rhyme in Bohairic Coptic
Egyptian end rhyme becomes systematic only by Late Coptic, the earliest example
known to me being a text in the Bohairic dialect edited by Youssef (2005; manu
script 1295 CE). This is at the same time an alphabetic acrostic:
(57)

Aitobh mmok panouti / anok xa pihob nheki / je peniot etxen nipheoui
/ pha pinisti nhoti
Bon ouhelj nran / etsapsoi nran niben / mareftoubo nje pekran / pc(oi)
s nouon niben
Ge gar nthok ph(nou)ti / patimetouro / maresi xen ouholi / nje tekm£i
touro
Dikeos tinagopi / eioi natthoti / e§op aiSansaji / pethnak marefgopi
Ebol xen tekphe / aksaji xen pekamahi / mphreti xen tphe / nem hijen
pikahi
Zeo§ nje thmetnigfi / nje peknai nem pekoou / penoik nte rash / meif
nan mphoou
£rene sou moi nan / 6 pirefjo ebol / kha neeteron / ph(nou)ti nan ebol
(...)

1 have given an overview of end rhyme in late Bohairic texts in Peust (2009).
The minimal requirement for this rhyme is only to cover the last vowel of the
line including the following consonant(s), if there are any. Word stress does not
play a role, so that the rhyme may be limited to posttonic syllables (as in the first
line of the text above, where -i is unstressed), and stressed syllables may rhyme
with unstressed ones. The following sets of vowels are equivalent with respect to
rhyme:17 ou /u/ = 6/o/ = o h/; d/o/ = o /o/ = a /a/; a/a/ = e /e/. We observe that
the rhyme equivalence is not transitive (cf. § 3.1.4 above). The only vowel which
does not normally rhyme with any other vowel is (e)i /i/ (except for rhymes with
written e in Greek borrowings, which was probably likewise spoken as /i/). As
opposed to the vowels, no different consonant phonemes are considered equiva
lent in Bohairic rhyme.

17 I give here both the traditional transliteration and my phonemic interpretation.
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Modem scholars have not always appreciated the formal aspects of Bohairic
poetry: “the rhymes are of the crudest nature (...) No attention is paid to the fall of
the accent in the rhyme; if the last two letters are the same, the composer seems
content. The number of feet varies, giving as fine a specimen of doggerel as could
be conceived.” (Engelbach 1920:110)
As in most other languages, line boundaries almost always coincide with
word boundaries. A rare counter-example is:
(58)

marenoudSt mmok ie Ththok pha piniSti noou/vcois alia nahmen/ ebol
ha pipet-hoou (Youssef 2005:110).

4.4 End rhyme in the Sahidic Triadon
The principle that vowels matter relatively little for rhyme is brought to its extreme
in the Triadon, the only rhymed text in the Sahidic dialect of Coptic and at the
same time the latest literary work in that dialect (ed. von Lemm 1903; translation
Nagel 1983; composed in the early 14th century, Nagel 1983: 22f.; bilingual CopticArabic, but no rhyme in the Arabic section which is thereby proved to be second
ary). This opus consists of stanzas of four lines (ca. 420 stanzas preserved). The
stanzas have the rhyme pattern AAAX, BBBX, CCCX, etc., with X (each 4th line)
having the same rhyme through the whole text. The analysis of the rhyme is dif
ficult and seems to require a distinction into two categories:
1. “Narrow rhyme”: This rhyme is similar to the Bohairic type. It starts on the
last vowel and presupposes a rhyme phonology as in Bohairic. Here belongs
the rhyme of the 4th lines, all of which terminate in -on, -on, or -an (stressed
or unstressed). Consider the 4th lines of the strophes 692-697:
nthe nta nsabe meh neuhnau on
aud eiobS hn tameleia nneto nargon
aud psote ntapsukhe hn tefcom naoraton
eska htes epefnoi nna mmegan
mpbaros ethorS mmon
nmman nmma mmoone etsouton.
The same kind of rhyme is found in the first three lines of a minority of the stanzas
(I cite only the rhyme words at the line ends instead of the whole lines here and
in the following):
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hardtn = peuoudtn = ouaatn (374)
tos = ountas = afaps (480)
ebols = eols = pahet ouqIs (654)
etrt = nrir = neshir (676)
2.

“Wide rhyme”, which is longer but less restricted than narrow rhyme. This is
the predominant type for the first three lines in a stanza. The rhyme starts on
a syllable of which it needs to include the onset as well. On the other hand,
vowels are largely irrelevant (neither quality, stress, nor position matters;
single vowels = double vowels = syllabic consonants), the only recogniz
able restriction being that rhyme must not be based solely on syllables with
unstressed /a/ (spelled e).
iakobos = asabos = makkabaios (317)
ersan = person = nSen (431)
mmnts ore. = necra = noucro (521)
nsetmnoueite = rrneite = ntenei de (587)
eutrtor = ntartor = nntortr (596)
prase = proSe = pre §a (600)
aftasof= ntaftosf = ntaftocf (626)
tseere = eSare = tSoure (661)
emparadosis = epygradisos = mpefpareideis (689)
afiiif = afsitf = afSbtf (698)
teremos = eteremos = ieremias (701)
hnouthumos = nthe mmos = thomas (703)

Furthermore, several sets of consonants are regarded as equivalent:
i = j = S = s:
netSdne = niaane = je iane (510)
eSope = edope = etepe (631)
nnetmose = tefmese = mmeeSe (652)
etseh = etjeh = netidh (644)
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p = b = f:
mpenne=noubenebene= noubnne (492)
hm psat = nrefset = nrefsoot (519)
enefnhetf = etmhethotf= ehotb (457)
k(h) = g = £:
henkhorte = sar te = noucorte (487)
sar pe = nesravhe = tecrepe (583)
l = r,l=n:
neiklema = noukrima = oukluma (511)
mmntSna = oumnthi <M = ouhiflp (526)
Finally, even the order of consonants can vary:
nneuloih = nteiolh = ouSolh (483)
nentaukosf=pentaksokf= eisobk (499)
nkasma = sisima = sok mmo (595)
peudbs = tefcinouosb = euouosf (637)
nsa kham = sekhem = ngesrn (674)
aisits = ngh'fs = etreuiest (686)
ntaubise = apa besa = nsabe (688)
Since j x. (= /£/) was equivalent to a cluster t + $, it can rhyme with st:
ehah rmi = panidi = nnsost (489).
Although rhyme was only a late import into Coptic from the dominant Arabic
environment, the rhyme rules were adapted to the language in a very original and
unique way. Coptic therefore contributes to our understanding of the typological
variation of rhyme in human language no less than those languages in whose
literary history rhyme occupies a much more central position.
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